
          WEDNESDAY, 17/07/24 

 

R3 ENGHIEN [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA GARE DU NORD - 2875m (a2m) - Class G Amateur 

Drivers Race - Harness - EUR € 12,000  

 
1. IT'S DU QUENNE - Unthreatening but respectable 5th of 10 in a 2875m amateurs Class G 
here a week ago. Still has more to find though 

2. IVORY DU CHERISAY - Was on a fruitful streak before finishing 8th of 12 in a 2850m Class E 
at Maure-de-Bretagne on 12 May. Unseen since but is shod to preference and, from the front 
row, should not be ignored 

3. HYSIA D'HUON - Would have finished close in a 2825m Class G at Le Croisé-Laroche early 
last month had she kept her action together. Form is not in question and will be dangerous if 
Jean-Maxime Lesne can keep her trotting 

4. IZQUIERDO - Runner-up in an amateurs event at La Capelle before being sanctioned 4 times 
in a row, most recently a 2700m Class F at Le Croisé-Laroche on 24 June, and can be passed 
over 

5. HIMEROS DU DOLLAR - Flattering 4th of 11 in an amateurs Class F over track and trip 3 
weeks ago and, even with front pads fitted, is not about to cause an upset 

6. GAGA LADY BENACH - Blows hot and cold but has superb amateur references. Sanctioned 
though for the 3rd time in 4 starts when faulting in a 3450m amateurs Class H at Agon-
Coutainville on Sunday, and backs up with limited prospects 

7. ICONE PLANCHETTE - Won 2 of 3 recent amateur starts, latterly a 2725m Cabourg amateurs 
Class G last week. Unbeaten with Julien Mouchard reining and will have her chances 

8. FLEUR DE VANILLE - Disappointing in last 2, latterly last of 12 in a 2800m amateurs Class H 
at Moulins-la-Marche 10 days ago and can expect to remain friendless 

9. IQUITO PLANCHETTE - Last of 10 in a 2850m Laval Class D on 13 June, but has been 
impressive at this level lately and is not about to go down without a fight 

10. INDIAN PACIFIC - 3rd in a Bernay amateurs event before coming 2nd of 9 in a 2650m Saint-
Galmier Class F late-June and, with application, should have this in the bag 

11. GINGIRELLA - 6th of 9 in an 1800m Class E at La Capelle last week. Tends to go well for 
Piet Van Pollaert and, considering her amateur references, must be taken seriously 

Summary: Three of the 4 big-hitters are forced to start on the back line here but it is hard to 
ignore the revitalised INDIAN PACIFIC (10) who has gone close in both the amateur and 
professional ranks recently and, even though shod this time, can still bring home the bacon. 
ICONE PLANCHETTE (7) tends to show more racing clockwise but was successful in 2 of her 
last 3 at this level and will be no pushover. Stablemate HYSIA D'HUON (3) has been enjoying a 
productive run of form and will be expected to bounce back from his Laval clinker. Winner at Le 
Croisé-Laroche late-May, HYSIA D'HUON (3) failed to confirm next time out, but returns to racing 
barefoot and, 25m better off, should logically set the record straight. 

SELECTIONS 
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INDIAN PACIFIC (10) - ICONE PLANCHETTE (7) - IQUITO PLANCHETTE (9) - HYSIA 

D'HUON (3) 
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C2 - PRIX DES BOUCHES-DU-RHONE - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class R 

Claiming Amateur Riders - Harness - EUR € 18,000  

 
1. EDITEUR LA RAVELLE - Was preparing for this when last but one in a 2150m Biarritz Class 
D a fortnight ago. Has nothing to prove in this category, will appreciate the short trip over this 
even surface, and can get straight back in the game 

2. ELVIS D'EVRON - Decent dual-discipline trotter racing barefoot this time after coming last but 
one in a conditioning Class A over course and distance mid-June. Shoes off this time and is not 
to be underestimated 

3. DUC DU LUPIN - Back under harness after coming 6th of 11 in a monté Gr.3 over course and 
distance  a week ago. Has twice placed in claimers here, in the same configuration, and from the 
3-spot could pleasantly surprise 

4. DORUN BEAM - Left a good impression at Montauban before trotting 7th of 15 in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class C late last month. Takes a big dip in category, has an excellent place on the 
front line, and is very easy to like for a place in the frame 

5. EL SANTO HAUFOR - Last of 8, behind EDITEUR LA RAVELLE (1), in a 2150m Biarritz Class 
D 2 weeks ago and can expect to have few friends 

6. EMENCOURT BLEQUIN - Won a Cagnes claimer last February but has 6 time failed to 
confirm, most recently 6th of 10 over 2960m at Waregem 10 days ago. Front shoes off but 
prospects still appear limited 

7. EASY ATOUT - Showed form here earlier in the season but has since come off the boil, latterly 
7th of 17 in a claimer under these conditions 3 weeks ago, and is unlikely to spring any surprises 

8. ELIXIR DU RABUTIN - Has not been seen out since trotting 11th of 14 in a 2950m Vichy Class 
D mid-May, but is very effective in this category and can make a big impact on his Enghien debut 

9. DOMINO DE LA BRISE - Last of 10 in a 1609m Vichy Class D 11 days ago and, in present 
form, is hard to make a case 

10. HONEY MONEY - A complete write-off in all 5 starts this year, latterly 13th of 15 in a 2850m 
Vincennes Class F 2 months ago, and has no possible chance 

11. FAKIR DE GESVRES - Confirmed under these conditions but out of the picture in last 3, most 
recently last of 14 in a Class D here late-June, and can be disregarded 

12. FRUCTUEUX - Disappointing on the whole recently, latterly sanctioned in a 2525m Class F 
Les Andelys late last month, and can be ruled out 

13. GUELIZ - Decent 6th of 17 in a 2675m Class D at Le Mont-Saint-Michel 3 weeks ago. 
Unplaced on lone claiming start but in present form can trot his way in for a minor-place cheque 

14. GLOSSY BOY - Respectable 5th of 10 finishers in a 2575m Agen-Le Passage Class D on 22 
June. Handed a rough draw but appears to be on the way back up and will not be far off the mark 
if Tom Beauvais positions him early 

15. EDEN DE L'ITON - Placed twice a this level during the spring, including under these 
conditions. Returns to the category after coming 11th of 12 in a 2150m conditioning Enghien 
Class C and, despite the draw, looks a serious player 
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Summary: Very impressive earlier in the year, EDITEUR LA RAVELLE (1) subsequently went off 
the boil but he has 3 races under his belt, goes barefoot for the occasion and, with his mind on 
the game, can win this. That being said, EDEN DE L'ITON (15) placed in 2 claimers during the 
spring and will have his chances if his driver successfully navigates the start. DORUN BEAM (4) 
is smartly-positioned behind the car and raced better at Vincennes last time than the result would 
suggest. ELIXIR DU RABUTIN (8) breaks from the wide outside but has solid claiming credentials 
and is unlikely to let the side down. 

SELECTIONS 

EDITEUR LA RAVELLE (1) - EDEN DE L'ITON (15) - DORUN BEAM (4) - ELIXIR DU 

RABUTIN (8) 
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C3 - PRIX DES HALLES - 2875m (a2m) - Class D Race - Harness - EUR € 

40,000  

 
1. LOVELY DES BROUETS - Unthreatening 6th of 12 in a 2700m Class E at La Capelle on 21 
June and is unlikely to improve on that 

2. LINDY D'OURVILLE - Unremarkable filly that finished 11th of 13, behind LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 
(5), in a 2850m Laval Class E on 13 June and is not about to ruffle any feathers 

3. LOVE LETTERS FERM - Has not been seen out since coming 5th of 13 in a 2350m Angers 
Class D early-April and will need the run 

4. LADY PETTEVINIERE - Produced some decent performances before being sanctioned in a 
2850m Vincennes Class D a month ago. Should not be too hastily judged and, with David 
Thomain reining, will be afforded every chance 

5. LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL - Progressive filly that did not enjoy the best of trips 2 weeks ago when 
sanctioned in a Class C over course and distance, but can win this if she stays in stride from one 
end of the race to the other 

6. LADOTA PRIOR - Reassured at Cabourg before being sanctioned, when going well, in a 
2150m Class D here 3 weeks ago. Form is not in doubt though and, on good behaviour, can go 
close 

7. LUTTE DU LOGIS - Last of 9, behind LUCKY STAR JIEL (9), in a 2725m Cabourg Class D a 
fortnight ago, on first start back. 4 pads fitted this time and is unlikely to go home empty-handed 

8. LIONELLE DU SOLEIL - Makes just 2nd appearance under harness after coming 4th of 7 in a 
2200m Vincennes monté Class D 3 weeks ago and will have limited chances 

9. LUCKY STAR JIEL - Improving sort that finished 7th of 9, on re-entry, in a 2725m Cabourg 
Class D 2 weeks ago. Is sure to have progressed, will appreciate the Enghien profile, and is not 
going to be far from the action 

10. LUMIERE DAIRPET - Imposed at Erbray early-June before coming close 2nd of 10 finishers 
in a 2450m Caen Class D 11 days later. Has never delivered racing anticlockwise but will have a 
lot to contribute if she turns 

Summary: Solid in her first 2 starts, LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (5) lost her action here next time but 
with Alexandre Abrivard reining on this occasion, should not disappoint. She will still come under 
pressure from the tricky, but clearly talented, LADOTA PRIOR (6) who will have a lot to offer if 
Mathieu Mottier can keep her action together, and the well-engaged LUMIERE DAIRPET (10) 
who has started to make good on her promise. A quality element with one race in her since the 
break, LUCKY STAR JIEL (9) will have come on for the run and makes her Enghien debut with 
legitimate ambition. 

SELECTIONS 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (5) - LADOTA PRIOR (6) - LUMIERE DAIRPET (10) - LUCKY STAR 

JIEL (9) 
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C4 - PRIX DE LA PORTE DE PANTIN - 2875m (a2m) - Class D Race - 

Harness - EUR € 40,000  

 
1. LOTUS PAULOIS - Back under harness after coming 4th of 6 in a 2550m Reims monté Class 
E mid-June and appears to have no possible chance 

2. LICARI - Got off the mark at Amiens last month before faulting early in a 2150m Class E here 
a week ago, but with application, can get a look-in 

3. LAIOS DU GOUTIER - Runner-up in 2 of last 3, latterly by the smallest of margins in a 2850m 
Laval Class E 3 weeks ago. Unlikely to impose but can still pick up a first-5 cheque 

4. LYS GEMA - Improving colt that lost his maiden status in a 2225 Feurs Class F on 22 June. 
Steps up in category, with 4 pads fitted, but still no more than a minor place prospect 

5. LARIANO - Has started to make good on his promise, most recently winning a 2525m Class E 
at Les Andelys on 16 June. Alexandre Abrivard reining for the first time and will be no shrinking 
violet. Chance 

6. LUTIN VENESI - Won a 2300m Montier-en-Der Class F 10 days ago, on just 2nd start back. 
Has won 2 of 3 to date, is entrusted to David Thomain for the first time, but may struggle to make 
any impact 

7. LYNX DU RIB - Left a very good impression at Cherbourg a month ago, winning a 2625m 
Class E in good order. Takes on a better bunch this time though and a repeat seems improbable 

8. LIGNERY - Promising colt making first appearance since being sanctioned in a Class B over 
course and distance last October and will need the outing 

9. LANCIER DU GOUTIER - Smartly won a 2700m Vire Class E on 12 June following 2 straight 
sanctions and, with stride in check, could double his money 

10. L'ARGENTIER - Improving colt that missed out by little in a 2450m Caen Class D a month 
back. Has evident potential and is not without a chance of winning this 

11. LESS TIME - Produced 2 good efforts before easily getting off the mark in a 2675m Class E 
at Le Mont-Saint-Michel 3 weeks ago. Enjoys a superb entry and can wrap this up 

Summary: Always in the mix, LESS TIME (11) opened his account late last month, outclassing 
the opposition, and if he takes to the Enghien profile, can make this his own. Benjamin Rochard 
will still be keeping a keen eye on the progressive LANCIER DU GOUTIER (9) who made short 
work of a Vire Class E mid-June, and LARIANO (5) who looks thoroughly up to the task after 
losing his maiden status a month back. Like the favourite, L'ARGENTIER (10) is well-entered and 
legitimately bids to confirm his recent success. 

SELECTIONS 

LESS TIME (11) - LANCIER DU GOUTIER (9) - LARIANO (5) - L'ARGENTIER (10) 
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C5 - PRIX DE LA PLACE DAUPHINE - 2250m (a1m1/2) - Class C Race - 

Mounted - EUR € 46,000  

 
1. LOTUS DES CHAMPS - Sanctioned on debut in a 2700m Vire harness Class F earlier in the 
month, and is unlikely to shake things up 

2. LAZIE PONT VAUTIER - Has taken well to the new code, latterly 5th of 8 in a 2000m Class E 
at La Capelle 10 days ago. Front pads fitted for the occasion but may be biting off more than she 
can chew 

3. LINDY LOU - Sanctioned as often as not but stormed up in a 2850m Laval Class E earlier this 
month and a similar performance would logically see her repeat 

4. LAURENE DE BAILLY - Has demonstrated some aptitude for the discipline but sanctioned, 
when unsupported, in 29 June race of reference, and is unlikely to spring any surprises 

5. LITTLE DRAGON - Has form at a superior level but below-par last but one in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class B a month ago. Has had time to get his house in order and looks a respectable 
place prospect on this occasion 

6. LOLA DAIRPET - Appears to have found her way in the new discipline. Won a 2200m 
Vincennes Class D on 25 June and the 3-timer is not out of the question 

7. L'APOGEE IMPERIAL - Oddly out of sorts when 6th behind LEGEND DARLING (11) in a 
Class B under these conditions late last month. Has otherwise been in cracking form and will not 
be far off the mark 

8. LUSSABEAU - Showed improvement a month ago when 4th of 7 finishers in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class B. Fitted with 4 pads this time, with Alexis Collette reining, but still no more than 
a minor place prospect 

9. LOTUS ZEN - Has been encouraging recently, most recently 4th, a place behind LEGEND 
DARLING (11), in a Class B under these conditions late last month, and others preferred 

10. LOBBY MESLOIS - Has taken to the monté code like a duck to water, most recently winning 
a 2200m Vincennes Class D in good order 3 weeks ago, and looks principal threat to LINDY LOU 
(3) 

11. LEGEND DARLING - Yet to get off the mark but consistently comes close, most recently 3rd 
of 7 finishers in a Class B over 2875m here on 29 June. Unlikely to have her way but will still 
figure prominently 

12. L'ARC EN CIEL - Moderate colt that trotted 6th of 8 in a harness claimer over course and 
distance 3 weeks ago. Has been campaigned at a high level under the saddle and even in this 
company, will have his work cut out 

Summary: Temperamental she might be but LINDY LOU (3) was nothing short of majestic at 
Laval a fortnight ago and can double her money if she stays in stride. LOBBY MESLOIS (10) has 
won 2 of 3 monté starts and even stepping up in class, looks a serious proposition. LOLA 
DAIRPET (6) makes her Enghien debut on a hat-trick and is very much in the running, while 
LITTLE DRAGON (5) drops back in category and will be more competitive. 

SELECTIONS 

LINDY LOU (3) - LOBBY MESLOIS (10) - LOLA DAIRPET (6) - LITTLE DRAGON (5) 
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C6 - PRIX DE LA PLACE RODIN - 2875m (a2m) - Class D Race - Harness - 

EUR € 40,000  

 
1. KANKAN - Regularly figures prominently when focused, but unthreatening 7th, behind 
KAPITANO DE LOU (7) in a 2150m Class D here 11 days ago. Will be fit by now though and, on 
good behaviour, will be expected to figure prominently 

2. KIPLING IRON - Sanctioned but still showed his form in a 2150m Class D here 11 days ago. 
Has buckets of talent but is too frequently sanctioned to warrant much support 

3. KOH I NOOR - Quality element that has done nothing but improve since his winter break. 
Authoritative winner of a Class E over course and distance on 29 June and will be a tough nut to 
crack 

4. KISMET - Substandard since winning at Salon-de-Provence in May, latterly 8th of 9 in a 
2650m Saint-Galmier Class B late last month. Mathieu Mottier reining this time but others still 
easier to back 

5. KOZIELLO DE LOU - Form has regressed since winning at Vincennes 3 months ago. 10th of 
13 finishers in a 2850m Vincennes Class C late-June but has references at this level and, already 
a winner for Yoann Lebourgeois, will have his supporters 

6. KELYO DU SOLNAN - Scored a 3rd straight success when triumphant in a 2825m Vire Class 
E early this month. Arguably better racing right-handed but in current condition is very easy to like 

7. KAPITANO DE LOU - Has shown signs of the promise he demonstrated at 3, most recently 
4th of 16, at 61/1, in a 2150m Class D here 11 days ago. Will not be available at that price this 
time and Franck Nivard reining will do nothing to harm his prospects 

8. KURTISS - Disappointing since returning to competition, most recently faulting in a 2150m 
Vichy Class D early last month. Entrusted to Jean-Philippe Monclin for the first time, returns to 
racing shod, but still not a priority 

9. KAISER DES GRANGES - Unraced since faulting in a 2700m Vincennes Class D early-April. 
Seen more often across town and is sure to need the race 

10. KID PARKER - Sanctioned in 2 after winning at Lisieux, latterly a 2175m Vincennes Class C 
on 4 June. Shod this time as he was late-March and, already a winner for his driver, can play a 
major part if he stays in stride 

Summary: A veritable metronome in 2024, KOH I NOOR (3) was a commanding winner over 
course and distance late last month and is going to take all the beating. Nicely-engaged here, KID 
PARKER (10) is confirmed at this level, sports modified shoeing and, with application, will be no 
soft touch. KELYO DU SOLNAN (6) is unbeaten in the day's configuration and while pulling off 
the 4-timer is unlikely, it is still within the realm of possibility. KANKAN (1) has 2 races under his 
belt by now, sports just front pads this time, and is not to be underestimated. 

SELECTIONS 

KOH I NOOR (3) - KID PARKER (10) - KELYO DU SOLNAN (6) - KANKAN (1) 
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C7 - PRIX DE BONNY SUR LOIRE - 2875m (a2m) - Class E Race - Mounted 

- EUR € 52,000  

 
1. GLOIRE DE FLEURY - Unseen under the saddle since October 2021. Returns to the code 
after being sanctioned in a 2150m Vire harness Class E on 1 July and chances appear slim 

2. IBIS PETTEVINIERE - 5th of 6 in a 2750m Cabourg Class D earlier this month. Runner-up in 
last 2 under the saddle and returns to the code with every chance of making the frame 

3. IT'S MY DREAM - Was preparing for this when last of 6 in a 2750m Cabourg Class D on 5 
July. Won last 2 under the saddle, latterly over track and trip and, barefoot again, will justifiably 
garner support 

4. IMPERATRICE D'ELLE - Has not been seen out since finishing last but one in a 2875m Class 
F at Meslay-du-Maine 2 months ago. 4 pads fitted for the first time though and, with her mind on 
the game, can pick up a cheque 

5. ESPOIR DU JOUR - Switches back to the ridden code after coming 9th of 14 in a 2150m 
harness Class E here earlier in the month. Won over course and distance 5 years ago but that's 
unlikely to cut the mustard 

6. GRINGO SAVA - Well-supported when sanctioned in a 2800m Chartres Class E on 30 June. 
Gets another crack at it in this configuration and can play a role if he stays in stride 

7. FRODON THONIC - Last of 7 in a 2800m Chartres Class E late-June. Has done nothing of 
note for some time and will have few takers 

8. IKURO JIEL - Easily won a 2825m Vire Class F on 1 July. Has turned a corner this year, 
appreciates Enghien, and will be expected to finish in the thick of things 

9. FASCINANT - Sanctioned, when preparing for this, in a 3025m harness Class E at Montier-en-
Der 10 days ago. Races barefoot this time but other more attractive options available 

10. ILTON ROYAL - Sent for a break after winning at Vincennes last February. Flew up on re-
entry in a 2950m Vichy Class E 3 weeks ago and looks eminently capable of pulling off the hat-
trick 

11. HURIEL LUDOIS - 7th of 13 in a 2775m harness Class C at Les Sables-d’Olonne 9 days ago. 
Excels under the saddle though and will be expected to play a leading role 

12. ISOCRATE D'ELA - 4th, a place behind IKURO JIEL (8), in a 2200m Vincennes Class D 
early last month. Has solid Enghien credentials and although unlikely to win this, can still pick up 
a thin slice of the pie 

13. GARNEMENT BLEU - Disappointing since comeback, most recently sanctioned in a 2150m 
harness Class E here earlier this month. Has never delivered under the saddle and is not about to 
start 

Summary: ILTON ROYAL (10) picked up on re-entry at Vichy 3 weeks ago where he left off last 
winter, this time in sensational fashion, and will again take all the beating. Leading the opposition 
is the complicated IBIS PETTEVINIERE (2) who is back under the saddle with a good hand to 
play, and a barefoot HURIEL LUDOIS (11) who boasts fine monté credentials, and who went 
close on his only appearance at the venue. IKURO JIEL (8) has been a model of consistency and 
is not incapable of confirming his Vire success. 
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SELECTIONS 

ILTON ROYAL (10) - IBIS PETTEVINIERE (2) - HURIEL LUDOIS (11) - IKURO JIEL (8) 
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C8 - PRIX DE LA GOUTTE D'OR - 2875m (a2m) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 41,000  

 
1. JOAL DU RIB - Sanctioned in last 2, latterly a 2850m Laval Class E on 13 June. Has 
previously won under these conditions and will be no easy touch if Jean-Loïc Claude Dersoir 
keeps him trotting 

2. JOSHUA PEJI - Complicated type making return to harness racing after winning 2 straight 
under the saddle, most recently a 2800m Chartres Class E late last month. Is brimming with 
ability and will be dangerous if form transitions 

3. JACKSON HILL - Lasckustre 7th of 8 in a Class D over course and distance a week ago. Just 
front pads fitted this time but others still preferred 

4. JOUTEUR D'AUGE - Below-par since winning at Graignes earlier in the year, most recently 
faulting in a 2700m Vincennes Class D on 7 June, and others easier to back 

5. JASMIN D'AVE - 10th of 11, on return from his spell, in a Class D under these conditions late-
June. Pads fitted this time, with Franck Nivard reining, but still not an obvious choice 

6. JOHORE - Encouraged at Laval before coming 5th, a place behind JUST BUILT (12), in a 
2700m Vincennes Class D early last month. Is new to the venue but has a reasonable chance of 
making his presence felt at the business end of the race 

7. JAGUAR DU FAN - Won a 2850m Laval Class E mid-June, on just 2nd start back. Imposed 
last time at the venue and will also be expected to apply the pressure on JIDEO STREET (9) 

8. JAFAR DE FAEL - Capable trotter that was an oddly lacklustre 8th of 13 in a 2775m Class E 
at Les Sables-d’Olonne 9 days ago. Sports a revised formula, with Benjamin Rochard in the 
sulky, and will have his supporters 

9. JIDEO STREET - Like a horse reborn since returning to racing barefoot, latterly close 2nd in a 
2150m Class E here on 27 June. With form maintained, should be able to wrap this up 

10. JERICHO - Unraced since coming last but one in a Class D over course and distance 3 
weeks ago. Won over shorter here earlier in the year though and, with freshness on his side, will 
be expected to bounce back. First 5 

11. JUSTIN DES MARAIS - Tricky sort but clearly back in the game, winning a 2850m Lyon-
Parilly Class E with ease late last month. Won for David Thomain at Saint-Malo 2 months ago 
and will again be afforded every chance 

12. JUST BUILT - Seldom gets his nose in front but regularly in the thick of things. 4th of 12 
finishers in a 2850m Vincennes Class D on 21 June and looks thoroughly capable of trotting his 
way in for a place cheque 

Summary: JERICHO (10) took no time getting back in shape following the spring break and the 
nature of his recent Enghien run augurs well for his chances of imposing this time. JOSHUA PEJI 
(2), on the other hand, has won 2 on the trot under the saddle recently and despite having no 
Enghien references, still looks the principal threat. JAGUAR DU FAN (7) got back in the winners' 
circle at Laval last month and comes here fresh and with justified aspirations. Well-entered at the 
limit of earnings, JUST BUILT (12) has been competitive at this level and can vie for a place in 
the frame. 

SELECTIONS 
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JIDEO STREET (9) - JOSHUA PEJI (2) - JAGUAR DU FAN (7) - JUST BUILT (12) 

 


